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Energized Crowding and the Generative Role of
Settlement Aggregation and Urbanization

Michael E. Smith

Abstract I describe a new approach to understanding processes of vi/Inge aggregation and urbanization in the past. The key concept--energized crowding-refers
to the social effects of large numbers of social interactions that take pl.ace within
settlements. Demographic processes ofpopul.ation growth and settlement nucleation
(aggregation and urbanization) lead to increased energized crowding, which, in
turn, genemtes a variety of social outcomes. I discuss those outcomes under three
headings: scalar stress, community formation, and economic growth. In this model
aggregation and urbanization are crucial processes that lead-by way of energized
crowding-to many documented social outputs in both contemporary and past
settlement systems. Because this is a new approach for archaeology, conceptual tools
for understanding these processes must be borrowed from other social sciences. In
particular, recent research on settlement scaling provides empirical and theoretical
support for the notion that aggregation and urbanization were offundamental
importance in generating social change in the past.

P

opulation aggregation-the concentration of formerly dispersed people into villages,
cowns, and cities-is o ne of the most consequential processes in the history of human
society. When people come cogether in a secclemenc, the number and level of interactions
among individuals increase exponentially, and these interactions have generative power.
1l1ac is, they bring about a variety of social changes, both positive and negative. Research
by sociologists and anrhropologiscs has tended co focus on the negative consequences of
urbanization- increased levels of stress, crime, poverty, and alienation (Redfield 194 1;
Wirch 1938). Research by economises and geographers, on che ocher hand, emphasize che
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positive consequences of aggregation. The acceleration of face-to-face social interaction
in larger and denser settlements stimulates knowledge transfer, technological innovation,
and economic growth (Duran ton and Puga 2004, 2014). One well-documented finding for contemporary cities is char as cities grow larger, their per capita productivity
increases-individuals are more productive in larger cities (Bettencourt 20 I 3; Pumain
20 12).
These positive and negative consequences of aggregation and urbanization are two
sides of the same coin. Whether talking about the aggregation of small early farming
groups into villages (e.g., Birch, Gaydarska, and Ryan this volume) or rhe processes of
rural-to-urban migration chat lead to urbanization in the developing world today, the
results are similar. Increased numbers of people living in close contact activate a process rhac architectural historian Spiro Kostof called energized crowding-. "C ities are places
where a certain energized c rowding of people cakes place. This has nothing to do with
absolute size or with absolute numbers; it has to do with settlement density" (1991 :37).
While research suggests that the magnitude of the social effects of energized crowding
does, in fact, depend on both density and absolute population size (e.g., Bettencourt
20 13; Fletcher 1995), Kostof's concept helps us understand processes of aggregation and
u rbanizarion.
In chis paper, I argue char settlement aggregation and urban ization have been fundamental processes in structuring and generating change in human settlements in the
past and present. Energized crowding is rhe pathway char connects these processes to
their social consequences. It lies ac a key causal nexus between demographic processes
and social outcomes. I review a variety of empirical findings and theoretical perspectives
char describe the role of energized crowding. In some scholarly traditions- for example, urban economics and the social reactors model of serdemenr scaling-face-to-face
interaction is an explicit component of current models. In others- such as sociology
and anthropology- such interactions are implicit, but important in theory and research .
CITIES, POPULATION, AND ENERGIZED CROWDING:
THE POWER OF FACE-TO-FACE INTERACTIONS

I propose a basic causal model to portray the generative roles of population growth and
aggregatio n (Figure 2.1). This model is supported by a wide variety of theoretical and
conceptual approaches in the social sciences. There is not space to explore all of these
here, so I list the relevant approaches in Table 2.1. My model contains two types of
demographic process that create increased face-to-face contacts or energized crowding:
population growth (which I separate into population growth per se and increases in
population density) and population concentration (divided here into village aggregation
and urbanization). Energized crowding, in turn, generates a variety of social outcomes
chat I o rganize under three headings: scalar stress, community formation, and economic
growth. This classification is somewhat arbit rary sirice the demographic drivers and social
outcomes are all closely interrelated.
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Drivers and ourcomes of energized crowding.

POP ULATIO N S IZE AN O D ENS ITY

The notion char population growth, population size, and population density gene rate
effects in cities resonates with a long tradition of research on cultural evolutio n in anthropology and archaeology. The role of population growth in generating cultural evolution
was discussed by sociocultural anthropologists in rhe 19 50s and I 960s (Carneiro I 962;
Naroll 1956), a nd rhen ir was caken up by archaeologists. After debates about the role
of population pressure in generating various social changes in rhe past (Spooner 1972),
archaeologicaJ consensus settled on the notion char while group size is correlated with
sociopolitical complexity (Feinman 201 l ; Johnson and Earle 2000), population pressure
is rarely the sole driver of cultural change and evolu tion. But in the more limited domain
of agricultural incensification, Netti ng (1993) fleshed out Boserup's (1965) model and
demonstrated che role of population growth in generating agricultural and social changes.
A parallel line of analysis outside of anthropology led co the development of demograph ic-structural theory by sociologist Jack Goldstone (1991 , 2002). This approach, lacer
elaborated by Turchin and N efedov (2009), exam ines cl1e joint roles of demograph ic variables a nd macrosociologicaJ variables in generating change in human institutions. Most
of che research I review below--on the role o f energized crowd ing in generating scalar
stress, community fo rmation, and economic growth- is based , explicitly or implicitly,
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TABLE 2.1
THEORETICAL APPROACHES TO THE EFFECTS OF
POPULATION GROWTH AND AGGREGATION

Outcome

Theoretical Approach

Population growth leads to:
Cultural evol utio n

Archaeological cultural evolutio n

Agricultural intensification

Boserup/Nerting

Institutio nal change

Demographic structural theory

Economic growth

Urban economics

Community fo rmation

Sociology; political economy
Cognitive cultural evolution

Scalar stress
Increased population density leads to:
Scalar stress
Negative social outcomes

Settlement growth theory
Urban sociology; environmental psychology

Economic growth

Urban economics

Village aggregation leads to:
Scalar stress
Community formation

Settlement growth t heory
Settlement growth theory

Urban ization leads to:
Negative social outcomes

Urban sociology; public hea.lth

Community formation

Urban sociology; neighborhood theory

Agglom eration economies & growth

Urban economics; economic geography

on the notion chat population growth is a cause of energized crowding. The face that
these outcomes are reported in a variety of disciplines-archaeology and anthropology,
urban economics, political science, sociology, and cognitive cultural evolution (Table
2.1 )- points co their widespread validity and applicability.
Whereas population growth leads co a variety of social changes at the societal or
regional level, the effects of increased population density are felt primarily at the level of
che secdemenc or community. As discussed below, there has been extensive archaeological
research on the connection between population density and scalar stress (for major studies, see Adler and Wilshusen 1990; Birch 2013; Fletcher 1995; Jennings 20 16), which I
group cogecher under the label "settlement growth theory'' (Table 2. 1).
V ILLAGE AGGREGATION AND URBANIZATION

Research on the generative effects of village aggregation has been carried out almost
exclusively by archaeologists employing secclemenc growth theory. Scalar stress, as dis-
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cussed below, can lead co a variety of outcomes, one of which is the development of
institutions and facilities chat promote communi ty formation. This is a major theme of
research in the U.S. Southwest, where integrative faci lities, such as kivas, promote community formatio n (Adler and Wilshusen 1990; Schachner 20 IO; see also Ryan as well
as the related wo rk of Birch and Fernandez-Gorz in chis volume).
The role of urban ization in creating negative social o utcomes-from crime and
poverty co physical and mental health problems-has long been a major theme of social
science research (Ko rnhauser 1978; N isbet 1966; Wi rch 1938). W ithin urban sociology
and neighborhood theory (e.g., C haskin 1997; Sampson 20 I 2; Smith et al. 20 I 5), discussions o f the positive effects of urbanization have focused on commw,i ty fo rmation,
whe reas urban economics and economic geography have emphasired economic growth
and agglomeration effects as positive outcomes. Recent suggestions by archaeologists chat
urbanization may have preceded state formation Qennings 201 6; Wengrow 201 5) provide
intriguing empirical- if not yet theoretical- support fo r the causal role of urbanization
in social change. Further support for chat role comes from new research in settlement
scaling, reviewed below.
COMM UN ICATION, ENERGIZED C ROWDI NG, AN D C IT IES

An increasingly popular perspective in che social sciences and history sees the primary
purpose of cities as promoting social interaction and communication amo ng residents.
Some of the earliest expressions of chis view were given by urban planners: "Cities were
evolved primarily fo r the facilitation of human communicatio n" (Meier 1962), and "mo re
than anything else, the city is a communication network" (Lynch 1981 :334). The implications for aggregation were elaborated by social hiscorian C harles T illy:
H.A. Innis, his followers Marshall McLuhan, Richard Meier and Allan Pred have all argued,
in their own ways, char where communications were both cosrly and crucial ro the cnrerprises
m en were carrying on, men have agglomerarcd in towns and cities. The agglomeration is a
response ro high distance-cosr. Bur, as these authors have usually poinred o ur, che relationship is
reciprocal. 1 he high premium placed on efficient com munications stim ulates urbanites co invent
new media which will carry large volumes of information fur and fuse ar low cosr (1974:226).

Social interactio n and communication among closely spaced residents create the "energized crowding" noted by Koscof. Histo rian Fernand Braudel expresses similar ideas:
"Towns are like electric transformers. They increase tensio n, accelerate the rhythm of
exchange and constantly recharge human life" (1981:479). In a study of contempo rary
urban economics, geographers Michael Scorper and Anthony Venables (2004) refer co
chis characteristic of cities as "buzz." In chis paper, I use the phrase "energized crowding" co refer co the various dynamic aspects of face-co-face social interaction in human
settlements. In a related form ulation, Lynch (1981: 187-203) argued chat the purpose
of cities was to give their residents access-access co other people, to certain activities,
co material resources, to places, and access to information.
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The concept of energized crowding contributes greatly to explanations for many
of che consequences o f early aggregation and urbanization around the world. Before
proceeding, cho ugh, 1 should note chat chis line of chought is a radicaJ departure from
traditional archaeological models of early cities and complex societies. Until qui te recencly,
most archaeological accounts of early states assumed that all past rulers were powerful and despocic, and were willing and able ro control many aspects of peoples' lives,
whether through economic or ideological domination (for crit iq ues of this approach
outside o f archaeology, see du Gay 20 12; Mann 1986:526-527). W ithin archaeology,
rhe primary challenge ro chis scatist approach has been Blanton and Fargher's (2008)
identification of both collective and autocratic rule in premodern polities. They show
char the C lassicaJ Greeks (see Ault chis volume) were not the o nly ancient society to
create a collective form of government. O utside of archaeology, the prom ine nce of generati ve, o r bottom-up, social processes--ofcen called self-o rganization o r spo ntaneous
order- has been recognized for many decades (Cronk and Leech 20 13; Epstein 1999;
Hakim 2007; Hayek 1967; Jacobs 1961; Mitchell 2009; Ward I 973). Indeed, most of
the cheoretical approach es listed in Table 2. 1 emphasize che power of generative forces
instead of cop-down, central ized, decision making. When archaeologists abando n their
obsession with statisc models of al l-powerful rulers, o ur understanding of many past social
phenomena will advance more rapidly.
In their article tided "Buzz: Face-co-Face Contact and the Urban Eco nomy,"
Scorper and Venables (2004) list four broad functions of face- to-face concacc in cities
(Table 2.2). While their treatme nt focuses exclusively o n contemporary capitalise urban
economies, these basic functions of face-to-face interaction apply equally well co cities
and rowns before the modern era. For example, Scorper and Venables po int our char

TABLE 2.2

MAJOR PROPERTIES OF FACE-TO-FACE INTERACTION
(AFTER STORPER AND VENABLES 2004: 3 54)

Function
Commun icatio n technology

Advantages of Face-to-Face Interaction
High frequency
Rapid feed back
Visual and body language cues

Trust a nd incentives in relatio nships

Detectio n of lying
Co-presence is a commitment

Screening a nd socializing

Acquisition of shared values

Rush and motivatio n

Perfo rmance and display
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face-ro-face interaction as a communicatio n technology is especially important "when
much of the information ro be transmitted cannot be codified " (2004:353), a condition
prevailing in most premodern economies. Its role in establishing uust is a fundamental
pare of cooperatio n cheory (H echcer 1987), and chis insight is now being applied by
archaeologists (Carballo 2013). O ne way thac social interactions are affected by che
built environment is through viewshed: who can see whac (and whom) from where
(see Kaiser this volume).
From a com parative perspective, the powerful role of face-to-face interaction in structuring urban societies and generating change is one of the major continuities between contemporary and ancient cities. The following quotations, from urban economist Edward
Glaeser, apply equally well to ancient settlements and co the contemporary cities about
which G laeser writes, "The central theme of cl1is book is thac cities magnify humanity's
suengths. Our social species' greatest talent is the ability to learn from each ocher, and we
learn more deeply and thoroughly when we're face-co-face" (2011 :250), and, "Cicies enable
the collaboration char makes humanity shine mosc brightly. Because humans learn so much
from other humans, we learn m o re when there are more people around us" (2011 :247). I
now turn co the question of how energized crowding generates a variety of social outcomes
in cities and other serclements (Figure 2.1).
THE EFFECTS OF ENERGIZED CROWDING
ENERGIZED CROWDI G GENERATES

SCALAR STRESS

Scalar stress is a term first used by archaeologist Gregory Johnson ( 1978, 1982) co describe
the increase in intragroup conAict chat happens as the size of the social group increases;
ethnographer Roy Rappaport ( 1968: 116) had earlier used the term irritation coefficient
co describe the predictable growth in disputes as population density increased among
tribal villagers in highland New Guinea. The number of potential social interactions of
each individual increases exponentially with the size of the interacting social group. As
certain thresholds are reached, conAict and psychological stress can increase dramatically
(Hopscock ec al. 1979; Kennedy and Adolphs 20 l I). Scalar stress is the negative face
of energized crowding.
I broaden the concept of scalar stress here and use it as a label fo r the many
negative effects of growth in population and population density identified by social
scientists. More than a century ago, Simmel observed, "Every quantitative extension of
a group requires certain qualitative modifications and adjustments" (I 898:834). Since
then, numerous social scientists have discussed the negative implications of large, dense
urban populatio ns. To begin, scalar stress has negative social effects at the individual level.
Ir can lead to more transirory urban social relations and urban anomie (Mayhew and
Levinger 1977), as well as psychological stress (Evans 200 J). le also produces larger strucmral effects, such as poverty, crime, delinquency, and public health problems (O'Brien
2009; Spruill 20 IO). In the field of cognitive cultural evolucion, scalar stress is posited
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as occurring above key population chresholds, such as Dunbar's number (Dunbar 2011),
at which point it causes a variety of sociocultural changes (Coward and Dunbar 2014).
This cognitive approach, however, has been criticized by sociologists and anthropologists
(de Ruiter et al. 2011; Wellman 2012).
Archaeologists have discussed scalar stress primarily in terms of early village aggregation and growing early urban populations. A consensus view has developed chat identifies
the following processes as major outcomes of scalar stress in ancient times: village fission,
specialization in roles, the development of social hierarchies, and increased group-integi:a,ting ritual activity (Al berti 2014; Bandy 2004; Fletcher 1995:ch. 4 ; Jenn ings 20 16:ch. 4).
Architecturally, scalar stress was reduced in early communities by enclosure of spaces and
the spatial specialization of activities in the built environment (Fletcher I 995:ch. 6; Kent
1990), as well as by the development of integrative architectural features chat promoced
cohesion through group ritual (Adler and Wilshusen 1990; see also Birch 2013). Several
chapters in the present volume (e.g., Birch, Harrison and Bilgen, Kel ly, and Sastre and
C umis) examine these themes.
The large volume of research by social scientists and archaeologiscs on scalar stressconceived broadly-clearly shows its generative role in creating changes in human societies and behavior. Mose authors are careful co emphasize that the negative effects of
population are generated not just by the number of people but by the number of social
interactions. This, in turn, is a function of both population size and density. In ocher
words, the culprit is not jusc che number of people but the number of potential interactions. It is through these increased social interactions char energized crowding generates
scalar stress. Bue energized crowding also has socially beneficial or positive outcomes,
particularly community formation and economic growth.
ENERGIZED CROWDING DRIVES COMMUNITY FORMATION

Communities are primary sires of social interaction; indeed, a classic anthropological definition of community is "the maximal group of persons who normally reside together in
face-co-face association" (Murdock 1949:79). In sociological theory going back co Emil~
Durkheim, energized crowding-intensive social interaction- is seen as the primary force
char generates communities (Figure 2.2). 1 This line of thinking continues today both
among archaeologists working on settlement aggregation (see Birch, Fernandez-Gorz,
Osborne, and Ryan chis volume) and in studies of community formation from a political
economy perspective. For example, economists Sam Bowles and H erbert Gintis define
community as follows:
By communiry we mean a group of people who interact directly, frequently and in multifaceted
ways. People who work together are usually communities in this sense, as are some neighbourhoods, groups of friends, professional and business networks, gangs, and spores leagues. The list
suggests that connection, not affection, is the defining characceristic of a communiry. Whether
one is born into a communiry or one entered by choice, there are normally significant costs
to moving from one to anorher (2002:F420; emphasis added).
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Type of Social Group:

Communities &
Neighborhoods

Activity-Based
Infrequent

Frequent

Local Activity-Based
Friendship Networks

Communes &
Collectives

Belief-Based
Infrequent

f1GUR£ 2.2.

local Culturally-Based
Friendship Networks

Social interaction and community formarion (redrawn based on Brine

200 1:10).

Urban planners see social interactions-with friends, neighbors, and other residents-not
only as forces chat generate communi ty but as the force that creates successful cities and
towns. This is because social inceracrion-parricularly in or near neighborhood physical
faci lities, such as parks, playgrounds, and pedestrian-friendly streets -is a key dimension
of social cohesion in cities Qacobs I 961; Smith 1975). Stable neighborhoods facilitate
social interaction, wh ich promotes social cohesion or integration (Brower 201 1).
The establishment and formation of successful commu ni ties have a variety of positive social effects. In the words of Bowles and Gintis:
(C)ommunicies solve problems rhac might otherwise appeac as dassic market failures or scace
failures: namely, insufficient provision of local public goods such as neighborhood amenities, the
absence of insurance and other risk-sharing opponunicies even when these would be mutually
beneficial, exclusion of the poor from credit mackecs, and excessive and ineffective monito ring of
work efforc. Communities can sometimes do what governments and mackccs fuil co do because
their members, buc not outsiders, have crucial information about ocher members' behaviours,
capacities, and needs. Members use th.is informacion co uphold norms (2002: F422-F423).

The abil ity of communities co acr--effecrively and with positive outcomes-lies at rhe
heart of the work of political economist Elinor Ostrom ( 1990, 2005). One of he r basic
a rguments parallels precisely che conclusions of Bowles and Gintis: local communi ties
can manage common-pool resources more successfully and sustainably than either states
(government ownership) or markers (privatization). For O strom, one of the key attributes
char allows communities co be successful is rhe prominence of face-co-face communication, which promotes crust, reputation, and reciprocity.
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A major spacial outcome of community formation in growing cities and towns is
che generation of spacial clusters of interaction, or neighborhoods. Most likely because
of scalar stress, in the form of limits-whether cogn itive or social-on the numbers
of social interactions people can readily handle, neighborhoods have become universal
traits of cities, from the past co the present (Smith 20 I 0). W here authorities design
settlements, chey almost always include some form of neighborhood organization, and
where settlements develop from bottom-up social processes, neighborhoods form without
central direction (Smith et al. 2015). The creation of neighborhoods and ocher social
communities is shaped by the built environment, a relationship stressed by advocates of
the New Urbanism. For example, Talen (2000) proposes a causal chain char runs from
the built environment, through social faccors, co social interaction and che formation
of communities (Figure 2.3). Energized crowding does not exert its effects in a spacial
vacuum- the specific configuration of buildings and spaces plays an important role in
generating its outcomes, both positive and negative. This feature provides one avenue by
which archaeologists can study energized crowding.
ENERGIZED CROWDI NG LEADS TO ECONOMIC AND URBAN GROWTH

Urban agglomeration refers co che spacial concentration of economic activities in cities.
Agglomeration effects are major causes of economic growth in cities today, and much
work in urban economics and economic geography is devoted co understanding how these
processes operate (Fujita er al. 1999; Glaeser 2008; Storper 2013). Energized crowding is
viewed by economists as a basic component of urban agglomeration. ln their discussion
of "buzz," or energized crowding, Scorper and Venables conclude, "We speculate chat
there is a superadditivicy in these effects [the effects listed in Table 2.2 above], generating
increasing returns for the people and the activities involved" (2004:365). These effects of
social interactions on growth have been called a "social multiplier" (Glaeser er al. 2003;
see also Helsley and Zenou 2014). Did such effects operate in past secclemencs? The
answer is yes, but only if we define the concept of agglomeration more broadly, a task
chat has barely begun (Scott and Scorper 20 15).
Duranton and Puga (2004) explore what they ~ I the "microfoundations" of
agglomeration economies. These are divided into three broad categories: (1) sharing
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FIGURE 2.3 . The built environment and community formation (redrawn based on
Talen 2000:348).
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refers co linkages among local production facilities, labor pools, markets, and public
goods; (2) matching describes the way people and jobs pair up more efficiently in
agglomerated economies; and (3) Learning refers to the Aows of knowledge and information within cities. Their discussion of agglomeration economies-like most work by
economises and economic geographers-is clearly tailored co che capitalise economy,
and to contemporary urban and national systems of governance. Bue these basic forces
chat generate agglomeration or concentration of activity in cities can be generalized ro
fie premodern cities.
The first step in broadening the applicability of the concept of agglomeration is co
acknowledge chat in many or most premodern cities political and religious institutions
were more important than economic institutions for the operation and growth of cities.
Scott and Storper suggest chat early cities experienced agglomeration effects in "activities
such as political administration, ceremonial and religious pursuits, craft production, and
market trading" (20 15:4). Following the scheme of Duran con and Puga (2014), the
following activities can be suggested as components of premodern agglomeration:
I. Sharing. Many of the shared goods and places of agglomeration can be
interpreted as club goods or coll goods. That is, they have low rivalry
(use by one person does not compromise use by ochers), but moderate
ro high excludability (some people ca n be prevented from access). In past
secclemencs, such goods included public facilities, such as marketplaces,
temples, and formal open spaces. For urban residents, these were public
goods, available co all (chat is, they had low rivalry and low excludability),
but from a sociecywide or a regional perspective, these facilities were urban
club goods- they were limited co the people who resided in, or visited,
the city. These were places that brought people cogecher in serrings chat
promoted social interaction, allowing goods and ideas co be shared (for
discussion of club goods and public goods, see Ostrom 2007 or Cronk
and Leech 20 I 3).
2. Marching. This featu re of agglomeration economies, which emphasizes
firms and wage labor, seems less relevant co cities and secclemencs before
the modern era.
3. Learning. Learning and knowledge transfers lie at the heart of modern
agglomeration economies and urban growth (Glaeser er al. 2003; loaniddes
2012). Information about goods, prices, and opportunities "spills over"
among urbanites, leading co economic and urban growth. In the past, we
should expect similar processes for information about goods and p rices,
although the effects were almost certainly much weaker prior co the Industrial
Revolution. But particularly in political capitals, information about taxes,
warfare, corvee labor, crops, and ceremonies would have been exchanged
in setclemencs, allowing agents from farmers co nobles to modify their
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activity. In some cases, such learning contributed co urban growth. In this
way, energized crowding in settlements stimulated growth and expansion,
not only in the economy but in the political and religious realms also.
In agrarian societies with dispersed populations, one mechanism that promoted
sharing and learning was the periodic movement of people into and out of nucleated
settlements. Farmers came into town co attend a market or participate in a ceremony,
and these activities promoted sharing and learning to a greater extent than might be
expected for dispersed populations.
Perhaps the strongest evidence for the claim that energized crowding led co the
growth of settlements in the ancient world comes from research in settlement scaling,

co which I now turn.
SETTLEMENT SCALING AND GENERATIVE PROCESSES

The conceptual app roaches reviewed above furnish a background for current models of
settlement scaling in past and contemporary urban systems. Settlement scaling is part
of a new perspective, arising from both empirical studies and theoretical considerations,
developed at the intersection of a number of disciplines. The scaling of contemporary
cities- "urban scaling"-was the first realm to develop. Urban scaling work shows how
contemporary cities share certain predictable quantitative properties. A number of quantitative urban variables (surface area, amount of infrascruccure, and a broad series of both
positive and negative social outcomes) scale with population in a predictable manner
(Beccencourc 2013; Pumain 20 12; West 201 7; Youn et al. 2016).
"Settlement scaling" is a broadened perspective that extends the domain of scaling
research in two ways. First, consideration is given to urban systems prior co tl1e modern
era, using both historical and archaeological data. Recent studies show that the same
quantitative patterns identified for contemporary urban systems also hold for city systems
in early times (Cesaretti er al. 2015; Ortman et al. 2014, 2016). Second, nonurban or
village settlement systems have now been included in the domain of settlement scali ng,
with the remarkable result that these same quantitative patterns also hold for village-level
settlement systems (Ortman and Coffey 2017). These two secs of results provide strong
empirical support for the generative role of aggregation and urban ization in creati ng
changes in human society. In this section, I review very briefly the empirical and conceptual aspects of current research in settlement scaling (see also Raczky this vol ume).
CONTEMPORARY URBAN SYSTEMS

1he ex.istence of regularities in the sizes of cities within a given urban system has been
recognized for many decades. C ity size in many systems conforms co a power law distribution (a distribution with man.y more small values and fewer high values than the
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normal distribution) known as Z ipf's law or the rank-size rule. In these systems, che second-largest city has half the population as the largest city, the third-largest has o ne-thi rd
the population, and so on (Mitchell 2009:ch . 17). Archaeologists have used Z ipf's law co
investigate ancient sertlement systems, under the label of "rank-size analysis" (Drennan
and Peterson 2004; Johnson I 981; Smich 2005); mosc of these studies have focused on
deviations from the rank-size rule, such as urban primacy (the label for settings where
che largest settlement is larger chan predicted by the model).
Research o n urban scaling extended chis search for power law regularities in city size
by using city population co predict a series of quantitative urban va riables (Bettencourt et
al. 2007, 201O; Pumain et al. 2006). Empirical studies of contemporary city size identified
some striking regularities in these data. These regularities are not about outcomes for
individual cities, but rather they pertain co observable patterns of a distribution within an
urban system. The q uantitative patterns of greatest interest are expressed by a parameter
called 13, which is che exponent of the power law. There are three classes of relationship
between urban variables and c ity population: ( I) linear scaling in which 13 is equal co I ;
che quantity in questio n increases at che same race as population; (2) sublinear scaling
in which 13 is less than one; the quantity increases at a lower rate than population; and
(3) superlinear scaling in which 13 is greater th an one; the output increases at a greater
race than population.
Several quantitative urban measures exhibit sublinear scaling with highly regular
quantitative expressions. The a rea of a city, for example, increases with population with
a 13 of close co two-th irds (0.67). This means chat the per capita area decreases with
city size; larger cities are denser than smaller cities. Similarly, the coral length of urban
infrastructure {roads, cables, etc.) also increases with population with a 13 of two-thirds.
This makes sense-if city A is twice as large as city 8, it does not need twice the amount
of roads since some of the increased traffic can use che existing roads. 'TI1e remarkable
thing about these relatio nships is their regularity across urban systems (Bercencourt 20 I 3).
More surprising than sublinear scaling are cases of superlinear scaling. A wide range
of measures of social output- from income, wealth, and innovation co crime and poverty
rates--exhibit superlinear scaling with city population. In ocher words, larger cities on average not only have more wealth or crime than smaller cities but they have larger per capita
races of these measures chan smaller cities. This finding fies with lo ng-standing social science
research, reviewed above, showing chat urbanization and urban growth have both positive
and negative outcomes. Figu re 2.4 shows data for superlinear scaling among contemporary
U.S. cities compared with pre-Spanish secdemencs in the Mantaro region of the Andes;
these data are from Bettencourt (20 13) and Ortman and his colleagues (20 16). Power
law distributions are often graphed using a logarithmic transformation which produces a
linear pattern (whose slope is 13) amenable co analysis with standard linear lease-squares
regression analysis. In Figure 2.4, the black lines mark a 13 of 1.0 which would indicate
linear scaling. The dorced lines show the prediction from theory fo r superlinear scaling (13
of 1.17), and the gray lines are the best fie lines (A: 13 of 1.13; 8 : 13 of 1.1 4).
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FIGURE 2.4.

THE SoctAL REAcTORS MooEL

The data on sublinear and superlinear scaling in contemporary cities accumulated during
che early 2000s. In 2013, Bercencow-c published a quantitative model that predicts the
empirical findings from a small number of variables. His model is based on the number of people in a settlement, the distance they can travel, the probabilities they will
encounter ocl1er people, and the average output or productivity of each perso n. This is
a network model in which the buiJc environment aces co promote or hinder movement
and interaction. The quantitative expression of these variables (for the formulae, see
Bettencourt 2013) produces ideal or theoretical findings that predict quantitatively how
urban m easu.res shouJd scale with city population. In fact, the empirical data match the
predictions rather closely. [n Beccencourc's words, "These results also suggest that, despite
their apparent complex.icy, cities may actually be quite simple: Their average global properties may be sec by just a few key parameters" (20 I 3: 1438).
Bettencourt cal ls his model the "social reacrors model" of urban dynamics.
Superlinear scaling indicates that the actions of individuals in cities yield per capita
outputs greater than would be predicted by linear scaling alone. Cities are social reactors, and the bigger they are the greater the per capita output. This model can be seen
as a kind of microfoundacion for the notion, discussed above, chat energized crowding
generates changes in human sectlemencs. Or, looked at from another perspective, the
model of energized crowding provides a broad social science framework for Bettencourt's
quantitative model of urban scaling.
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EXPANS ION OF THE FRAMEWORK TO P REMODERN SETTLEMENT SYSTEMS

O nce the empirical fi ndings of scaling regularities within systems of modern cities and the
behavioral mechanisms of rhe social reactors model were escablished , an obvious questio n
was whether chis approach would also yield fruitful results for cities before the modern
era. The basic assumptions of rhe social reactors model do not depend on contemporary
econo mic inscirucions (the capitalist economy, wage labor, a monetary economy), and
there is no obvio us a priori reason why they should not hold for early or non-Western
serclement systems. The next cask was therefore co gather data co cesc the scaling models
for past urban systems.
Orrman assembled rhe first set of archaeological data to evaluate scaling models in
che distant pasc. He showed chat both site area and wealth (using house size as a proxy
for wealth) in the Aztec period Basin of Mexico scales with sire population with the
same scaling exponent as predicted by Becrencourr's theory and as found empirically for
contemporary cities (Ortman et al. 2014, 20 15). Given these initialiy promising results,
rhe Social Reactors Project was formed in 20 14 by Lufs Bettencourt, Jose Lobo, Scott
O rtman, and myself in order co explore the scal ing models and ocher quantitative urban
expressions in a ncient and non-Western societies (see hcrp://www.colorado.edu/socialreacrors/). Our results co dare have confirmed the presence of similar scaling regularities in
a number of early urban systems, including city area in Medieval Europe (Cesarecri er
al. 2015) and wealth in the Inca-period Andes (Ortman et al. 20 16). Figure 2.4B shows
che scaling of wealth against population for the larcer region, resulting in a 13 identical
co that reported fo r contemporary economic output.
Recent research has now extended these findings co the secclement systems of
small-scale farming groups char do not qualify as "urban" in most senses of chat term.
Two separate village settlement systems in prehistoric North America exhibit superlinear
scaling of wealth and population (Ortman and Coffey 2017), and a number of twentieth-century peasant settlement systems in Mesoamerica and the Near Ease show rhe
predicted sublinear scaling o f area with population (Cesarerri 20 16). A study of formal
public plazas in ancient Mesoamerican settlements shows consistent sublinear scaling of
plaza size with city population, but with values of 13 chat match neither prior empirical
patterns nor theoretical predictions (O ssa ec al. 201 7). These new studies are summarized in Table 2.3; che close match berween observed archaeological values fo r 13 and the
predicted val ues is striking.
D1scuss10N
The settlement scaling research reviewed above has rwo immediate implications for the
analysis of settlement aggregation and urbanization in the past. First, the fact chat village
secclement systems exhibit rhe same scaling regularities as contemporary and premodern urban systems implies chat processes of village aggregation and urbanization are
expressions of the same or similar underlying social dynamics. As secclemencs- whecher
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TABLE

2.3

QUANTITATIVE S CALING REGULARITIES IN
PREMODERN SETTLEM ENT SYSTEMS

Societal
Type
Citation

Variable

Scaling
Coefficient

Examples

Area

213 (0.67)

fudicted value

Bettencourt 2013

0.57 co 0.75

Contemporary cities

Bccrencourc 20 13

0.58 to 0.74
0.73
0.66, 0.70
0.66
0.67
0.62 to 0.91
0.65

14th-century Europe
Basin of Mexico, A:z.tcc period
Late Horizon Andes
Mesa Verde region
Middle Missouri region
20th-cenrury peasan1 systems
Imperial Roman cities

Wealth

Plaza area

A
A
A
V
V
p
A

Cesarctti et al. 20 15
Ortman ct al. 20 I4
Ortman et al. 20 16
O rtman and Coffey 20 17
Onman and offcy 20 17
Cesarctti 20 I 6
Hanson and Ortman 20 17

716 (1. 17)

Predicted value

Bettencourt 2013

I.IO co 1.22

Co ntemporary cities

Beccencourr 20 13

1.18
1.14
1.1 7
1.19

Basin of Mexico
Late Horizon Andes
Mesa Verde region
Middle Missouri region

A
A
V
V

Ortman ct al. 20 15
Ortman et al. 20 I6
Ortman and Coffey 2017
Ortman and Coffey 20 17

0.40, 0.6 1

Co ntemporary cities
Mesoamerica

A

no studies
Ossa et al. 20 17

Key ro societal rypes: A: agrarian srare, V: village system, P: peasanr component of narion-srarc.

villages or cities-grow through immigration (and natural increase), they generate o utputs with similar quantitative expressions. Second, the social reactors theory-which
postulates energized crowding as the basic process that generates growth and quantitative
regularities among systems-explains the observed patterns of aggregation and u rban ization as the outcome of the increased social interactions created by those d emographic
processes.
These findings requi re a number of changes in the way that archaeologists chink
about past settlement dynamics and urbanization. First, these resulcs challenge the traditional, strong separation of concepts of urban and nonurban. Past emphases on the
concepts of city and urbanism, and tl1eir rigorous definition, have hindered scholarly
understanding of fundamental human settlement processes. Archaeologists and others
have long devoted attention to partitioning settlements into the categories of urban and
nonurban. The urban category carries greater prestige, leading archaeologists working
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on early sites co discorc definitions of urbanism so chat their sites will qualify (e.g. ,
Heckenberger 2009) , or to propose definitions of special types of city (e.g., low-density
agrarian city) that permit their sites to enter into the rarified realm of the urban (Fletcher
2009). D efinitions are useful tools-particularly for compara tive analysis (Smith 20 16)buc they can also impede our understanding.
This has been the case in che realm of demography and settlement size. Because
the study o f villages and village aggregation has been carried o ut independently from
research on cities and urbanization, scholars have been slow co recognize the many similarities between chese two domains. The common elements are the demographic and
spacial attributes o f individuals who move into and among settlements, and who interact
socially within settlements. 1l1ese processes of movement and interaction generate social
and economic effects, and it is starting co become clear that these processes occur in
many kinds of settlements-from villages co cities, and in the ancient and modern worlds.
Indeed, the chapters in this volume provide numerous examples of these processes.
The second change needed in archaeological approaches to settlement dynamics
and urbani1.ation is an expanded investigation of the quantitative relationships between
demographic and social va riables in ancient settlement systems (see Table 2.3). We need
to exami ne these patterns in a larger number of contexts in order co explore their
boundaries and limits. Just how extensive or universal are these patterns? Do they apply
in some situations but not others?
Third, the identification of energized crowding as a key causal nex us in explai ning a variety of social outcomes requires archaeologists to look beyond anthropology
a nd archaeology for the conceptual tools to understand settlement changes in the past.
Energized crowding- a process based on the increased social interactions chat come from
population growth and aggregation- is a phenomeno n char has been poorly explored
in the disciplines of anthropology and archaeology. Ocher fields have better models and
theories in chis area, and archaeologists need co cake advantage of them in order to explain
the regular (and important) empirical patterns we identify in past settlement systems. Our
data, in turn, has a crucial role of play in the explanation of processes of demography,
urbanization, and social change- not only in the deep past bur in che world coday.
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NOTE

1.

A common approach co com munities in archaeology diverges from social science consensus
in emphasizing idealisr and social constructionist models that posit shared meanings about
idenriry as the main factor that creates communities (Canuto and Yaeger 2000). For a
critique of this approach and how it serves to isolate archaeology from the social sciences,
see Smith (20 18).
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Coming Together: Origins and Processes

